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While the self is the site of internalization of 
dominant big data visions that do control 
people in Foucauldian, biopolitical ways,[4] 
here it is also, at the same time, a means 
of resistance. QSers self-track in an effort 
to re-assert dominion over their bodies by 
taking control of the data that many of us 
produce simply by being part of a digi-
tally interconnected world . . . It is not the 
nerdy devices they enthuse over, nor the 
sometimes mundane self-transformations 
they seek to achieve, but the explicitness 
with which they confront the question 
of what the cultural dominance of data 
means for me.  Answering this question 
requires a critical and questioning point 
of view.  Within Quantified Self, like snow-
flakes, no two tissues are alike: now, how do 
we count that (Nafus & Sherman, 2013). 

Data and dividuality

Quantification of dividual difference

Use of and skill with biosenors



https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_contin-
ue=73&v=kO1tY4Uk2zs

Lack of humanities researchers 

Lack of sensory data 

Lack of meaningful focus on 
interpersonal relationality



By focusing on sense, we focus on the 
stuff of the world 
Thus, to focus on sense is 
also to focus on relation 

[The] world no longer has a sense, 
but it is sense . . . Today anew it is 
precise to say that it is no longer a 
matter of interpreting the world, but 
of transforming it. It is no longer a 
matter of lending or giving the world 
one more sense, but of entering into 
this sense, into this gift of sense the 
world itself is (Nancy, 8-9). 

Rather than rely on reason as the 
primary substance of experience, 
scholars in the humanities have 
turned to sense.
 -Deleuze & Guattari 
 -Spinozist Affect
 -Brian Massumi
 -Phenomenology without  
 the subject

Humanities: Affective Turn

https://theintercept.co/officer-involved/



Nym

Speculative Service

Immersive social archive of embodied experi-
ences 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOK4EaMm1_k

Implantable biosensor, recording of sensation



HaptographyGoogle, Project Tango 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qe10ExwzCqk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6w-
J9Aakddng

Machine Sensing 

Virtual Reality Embodiment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7T_u4hpiSE

Tango discontinued 

Photography and phonog-
raphy as recording of sight 
and x: strange that we are 
only recording haptics now



Military and logistical history of remote sens-
ing (Kurgin, Haraway, Mattern)
Western cartographical ori-
entation posing as objectiv-
ity, with political agenda

Axonometry as early trajectory of dis-
embodied knowledge (God-trick)

Western Cartography & the God-Trick

Military contracted satelites for Google 
Earth: DigitalGlobe, GeoEye



Other/Indigenous Cartography

Ideally, we should balance or juxtapose different modes of knowledge and 
production: Western scientific and indigenous epistemologies, human and 
other-species ontologies, mechanical and organic means of experiencing 
and representing place, cartographic rationalism and empiricism, projec-
tion and retrospection. No single über-map can encompass all such subjec-
tivities and sensibilities. Instead, we can aim for an atlas, a prismatic collec-
tion of mappings, that invites comparison and appreciation of the ways in 
which our world is both known and unknown (Mattern, 2017). 

Embodied knowing

Atlas of embodiments
Animal Studies

Not just representation



http://www.thomasthwaites.com/a-holiday-
from-being-human-goatman/



https://selfdriving.moovellab.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYHp8LwBUzo

https://vimeo.com/59957707

https://vimeo.com/220989531

Embodiment: Examples



Theresa
them/they
28

Background: Born outside of the Beijing area. 
Studied english in canada during college for 
a year and graduated with a cinema degree. 
Comes from a small family of farmers. Moved 
to toronto full time after college. Active artist in 
the film scene and performs regularly. 

Quote: “In the whitemess / no distinction her 
body invariable no dissonance synonymous her 
body all the time de composes eclipses to be 
come yours” (Cha, Dictee, 118).

Property: small farm outside of 
beijing by dilapidated parts of 
great wall. Car in Toronto. 

Kin: several lizards that she 
bought at the market. The cat 
on the way to her studio. Her 
immediate siblings and par-
ents, partner. Several close 
childhood friends and the 

Influences: global maoism, lion dancing, an-
archist feminism and He-Yin Zhen, cinema by 
Chen Kai Ge and Cao Fei. 

Artistic Mediums: mixed media, 
film, performance, and fiction

Documentation practices: 
Keeps a journal, photographs 
process for mixed media in-
stallations. Makes audio notes 
on her phone. 

BioSensors: Scale, fitbit, and heart rate monitor 
during excercise. Tracks mood on a mobile app. 

Material Connections: be-
friended a bicycle some years 
ago. The stacks of books. 
Every nook and cranny of her 
family’s farm. 

Politics: Leftist, feminist, earth pro-
tector



Charles
he/him
35

Background: Charles was born in New York 
City. He went to school at a school for math 
a science in the city. Afterwards he made his 
way into urban planning and worked for a 
public works agency before quitting to take 
care of his sick mother. He’s adapting his life 
story to prose. 

Quote: The world keeps its rain within the 
clouds. 

Property: Mother’s apartment 
in the Lower East Side of Man-
hattan. Some crypto currency. 

Kin: skater boys, the hawk in tomp-
kins square park, and the ants by 
the water fountain from 3rd grade. 
The neighbor’s dog. The neighbor. 

Influences: The 1984 New York Yan-
kees. His mother. Early iterations of 
Doom. 

Artistic Mediums: perfor-
mance art, prose

BioSensors: uses iPhone health 
metrics to count his walking dis-
tance. 

Documentation practices: 
Keeps notes in phone. A lot. 
Talks to self. Scrawls notes on 
house hold detritus in the spirit 
of emily dickinson. Confides 
secrets to doorways. 

Material Connections: Baseball mit 
from childhood and the portrait of 
he and his mother. 

Politics: Disinvolved. 
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Decision to 
join service 

Decision

Marketing, 
branding, com-
munications 
trend

Undergoes 
implantable 
surgery

Scheduling, in-
surance, medi-
cal clearance 

Operations 
staff respond 
to inquiries

Creates ac-
count and links 
other profiles

Mobile or web 
account cre-
ation page

Network of 
linkable social 
media ac-
counts 

Scrolls through 
newsfeed

Browsing

Newsfeed 
aggregation 
of friends and 
follows

Feeds and Ar-
chives of other 
users accounts 
and posts

Scrolls through 
trending expe-
riences

Feed of 
trending 
experiences

Customer 
chooses expe-
riences based 
on metadata

Screen for 
metadata, 
descriptions, 
thumnails

Starts embod-
ied experience

Eased in to 
Embodied 
experience

Experiences 
embodiment

Embodiment 

Return from 
experience

Eased back to 
default self

Logs Off

Sorting system 
for popularity

Implantable 
recorded expe-
riences; actual 
experiences
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Experience Logging off

Cloud storage 
of experiences

Implantable 
recorded expe-
riences; actual 
experiences

Brand narra-
tive, market 
research

Sectretarial 
computing

line of visibility

line of interaction
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Impacted by mar-
keting or unfluenced 
by communications 
trends

Contacts represen-
tative, sets up med-
ical clearing and 
implantable surgery 
and connects insur-
ance

Implantable surgery

Creates account

Connects exist-
ing social media 
accounts 

Grants Nym ac-
cess

Finds application

Payment for im-
plantable and sub-
scription to content

Starts to explore 
newsfeed aggre-
gated with existing 
network.

Explores trend-
ing experiences, 
by category, and 
explores featured 
content

Chooses an expe-
rience based on its 
metadata, thumb-
nail, description, 
etc.

Eased into em-
bodied experience. 

Experiences em-
bodied knowing. 

Agential disso-
nance 

Uses time-based 
controls: fast-for-
ward, rewind, etc. 

Censorship 

Eased back into 
normal self

Logs off 

Recieves push 
notificaitons 

= artifact

Decision to Use
Browsing Embodiment

Logging OffAccount

Immersion in embodied 
thinking

Lack of immersion 
during account 
registration

Peak immersion, experience of 
embodiment instills embodied 
thinkingcorrelation with networked 

interaction 

lingering 
immersion

alligned to marketing 

Critical connection between mar-
keting/branding and communica-
tions trends, including wide field 
of normalization. Essential conso-
nance between normalization and 
branding; feedback.

Integration of immersive 
technology within existing 
networks; problem of techni-
cal networking, i.e. what data 
pipeline does sense take?

Site for centralization via 
trending and upvoted content, 
question of decentralization 
via blockchain

Intro and outro, passing in and out 
of embodiment is site of brand-
ing or normative control. Cuts to 
presence are censorship, agential 
dissonance, time-based control. 
Question of how normatives and 
cuts to presence pass through to 
ubiquitous computing. 

Importance of short-term 
and long-term effects 
of immersion, whether 
dynamic change is only 
ephemeral or can be struc-
tural without ubiquitous 
application



user

social media 

social network, 
human others

exponential social network,
global others; transnational 

psychiatric

advertising industry 

political propaganda,
political empathy

nym

artists, museums, 
galleriest
artist documentation, 
performance art ar-
chiving, performing art 

global rights 
advocacy, 
empathy ma-
chine

academic re-
search

global ecology, inter-
species embodiment

bio-technology, 
implantables

immersive media 
industry

embodied 
knowing

law; evidence, 
copywrite 

humanities, vir-
tual embodiment 
research, biomedical 
studies, urban design

broadcast television, 
sports broadcasting, 
news
celebrity media

journalism

pornographic industry

haptics, VR, XR, ubiquitous 
computing, projections

medical

haptic advertising and 
branding, 

poly-embodied 
knowing

parenting, nuclear family 
networks, connectedness, 
firs-neighborhood

cartographic practices

military intelligence and intero-
gation AI and embodied cognition; 

sense-based computing

Quantified Self 



Spiders spin tiny Universes. 
Formed of complex interwoven 
networks suspended in air, the 
Hybrid Webs unique architectures 
originate from inter-specific en-
counters between unrelated soli-
tary, social and semi-social spider 
species. As different spiders from 
different species weave in the 
same space, bridging the architec-
tures of each other’s webs, each 
one of them tells a story of hybrid 
relationships, entangling not only 
different arachnid webbed ecosys-
tems, but also human and more-
than-human worlds. In this series, 
floating galaxies made of different 
silk and web types collide, chal-
lenging gravity and fostering the 
emergence of new kinds of vibra-
tional environments. There, senso-

http://tomassaraceno.com/projects/hybrid-webs/


